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CORTE is proud to announce the launch of its new website: www.corte.be. The website reflects CORTE’s evolution,
both in terms of membership growth and activities. The website presents itself as a reference Transport Portal
based on the three CORTE pillars: Road Transport, Road Safety and Road Security. It provides expert information
(international & EU road transport, safety and security policies and legislation) and presents in detail all CORTE
activities. It offers to CORTE Members access to its publications and services.
As announced during the CORTE Annual General Assembly on 27 June 2012 in Brussels, CORTE was on its way to
bringing about a new website. Recent years have seen a great development of CORTE both with regards to its activities
and its members, calling for a reshape of its website: CORTE activities have grown to encompass issues from the whole
road transport sector (Road Transport, Safety & Security) and CORTE is now composed of 83 Members (53 national
authorities, 16 Transport Associations and 14 Observers from the road industry). This evolution is reflected in the new
CORTE website. It comes as a strong addition to the general objective of our organisation which is to encourage,
promote and assist the development and implementation of policies for Road Transport, Road Safety and Road
Security in Europe and at international level.
The new website aims at becoming a reference Transport Portal by means of serving expert access to the three
transport pillars, as well as a tool for CORTE Members. The website is built so as to be accessible and user friendly for
CORTE Members and visitors. CORTE Members will be able to access all official CORTE documents (Factsheets, Working
Group documents, Road Transport Law Magazine, Press releases, Newsletters, etc), as well as access the CORTE
Helpdesk that replaces the previous Helpdesks dedicated to road transport social legislation. CORTE Members will
receive their login and password to access all CORTE publications and documents in the coming days.
We truly hope that you will find the website useful.

CORTE is the Confederation of Organisations in Road Transport Enforcement. CORTE gathers and coordinates expertise on road
transport , road safety and road security at European and international level, ensuring that the voice of its members is heard.
CORTE supports the developement of harmonized implementation of road legislation and harmonized best practices enforcement
methodologies. The Confederation brings together three categories of members: Full members (National Authorities), Associate
Members (Associations) and Observers (Industry).
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